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Cancer Survival Query System 

(CSQS)

Web-based interactive tool

A physician’s resource for 

calculating population-based 

cancer survival

Adapts standard SEER survival stats 

Focuses on the probabilities of dying of cancer 

and other causes

Designed to receive patient data input from 

physician



Purpose of CSQS

Determine the prognosis of a newly 

diagnosed patient

Generate information on a cancer 

patient’s survival

Calculate survival in the presence 

of co-morbidities 

 Improve clinicians ability to provide 

more accurate estimates of cancer 

prognoses



Prototype Design 

SEER Data

– 13 SEER registries

– 20.3% of the US pop.

Cancer Sites

– Colorectal, diagnosis yrs 1994-2005

– Prostate, diagnosis yrs 1995-2005

AJCC Stage, 6th ed. 

– with clinically relevant modifications for prostate

• Localized inapparent or apparent, locally advanced, 

nodal disease, distant mets



SEER Data

Patient Information collected

– Demographics

– Primary tumor size

– Tumor site

– Tumor morphology

– Stage at diagnosis

– First course of treatment

– Survival

– Cause of death

De-identified Data



Standard SEER Survival vs CSQS

 Usual SEER survival statistics

– Relative survival

• Death from cancer in the absence of other causes of 

death

 CSQS presents the full survival picture

– Chance of dying of cancer

– Chance of dying of other causes

 CSQS presents individual survival to the extent it can 

be supported by SEER

– Race, sex, stage, grade, subsite, histology, individual 

age, co-morbidity (using SEER-medicare linked data)



CSQS Uniqueness

 Sophisticated method of incorporating co-morbidity

Minimal statistical assumptions
– Other tools use many assumptions to present information 

such as survival by treatment 

 Serves as an aid when making treatment and/or other 
life decisions taking in account mortality from other 
causes

 Large database representative of the U.S.

– Includes patients that may not be included in clinical 

trials

• Elderly

• Patients with many co-morbid conditions





















System Demonstration

Focus Groups, Interviews and Usability Testing

– Physicians

– Advocates

– Patients



Physicians

Recruitment

– 11 physicians

• CoC invitation

• Other

 Interview

– Background and 

experience with patients

– Experience with similar tools

– Opinion about CSQS



Advocates

Recruitment

– 9 advocates

• NCI Office of Advocacy Relations

• Prostate and colorectal cancer 

community

• 7 cancer survivors

 Interview

– Background in patient advocacy

– Prognosis and survival conversations

– Opinion about CSQS



Patients

Recruitment

– 8 patients

• Diagnosed with cancer within 

the past two to seven yrs  

Focus Group

– Kinds of information and questions 

patients want

– Impressions of CSQS



Findings - Survival Data

Physicians
– Many used online tools for prognosis data

– Most felt online tools don’t handle co-morbidity well and 

don’t take into account how treatment affects prognosis

– Data must be presented with proper sensitivity

Advocates

– Survival data should be available to patient community

• There is a risk of patients misinterpreting treatment statistics

– A print-out of their survival output is good for dialogue 

with their physician. 



Findings - Survival Data

Patients

– At time of diagnosis, the focus is on 

treatment options 

– Questions about survival come later

– Most were interested in getting survival 

information especially if they had previous 

experience with the disease, but from their 

physician



Findings - Co-morbidity

Physicians

– Would like an online tool where one can enter co-

morbidity to generate prognosis

– Co-morbidity is particularly an issue with older 

populations

Advocates

– Most said they could not imagine a newly 

diagnosed patient thinking about anything other 

than cancer; but maybe they should



Findings - Co-morbidity

Patients

– Initially, other health concerns took a back 

seat to dealing with cancer 

– CSQS brought awareness to the 

importance of addressing co-morbidities 

as well as the cancer



Findings – Sources Used

Physicians
– Online calculators, i.e., Adjuvant, CaP

– Textbooks

– Latest literature

– Adjuvant

Advocates/Patients
– Physician

– Online articles

– websites



Reactions to CSQS

CSQS would be beneficial if it offers something 

that other tools don’t

– More detailed input and output

– A great co-morbidity model

 It is good that CSQS is based on SEER data for it 

contains longitudinal data

The sheer volume of patients included in the 

SEER database would make it more powerful

There is concern about hopelessness and 

psychological impact by patients who see grim 

statistics 



Resources List

• Doctor

• Patient

• Adjuvant

• PDQ



Resources



Conclusion

 CSQS will assist clinicians in calibrating their intuition 

about survival for individuals

– Provide more accurate estimates of cancer prognoses

 Physicians will better integrate other cause mortality into 

making treatment and other life decisions

 Physician  communication is important in providing 

sensitive information



Next Phase

Collaboration/Patient care research
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